A Man of One World and Many Minds
The Netziv – Rav Naftali Tzvi Yehuda Berliner

Suggestions for Further Study:


העמק דבר (Ha’emek Davar, Netziv’s commentary on Chumash) is available for free at Sefaria.org and Alhatorah.org.

At the Apex of Four Dynasties: The Netziv’s Family Tree

- **Rav Chaim Volozhiner (RY #1)**
  - Older daughter **Rayna Batya (1st wife)**
  - **Relka Soloveitchik Shapiro**
  - **Rav Yitzchak (Itzeleh) Volozhiner (RY #2)**
  - **Yaakov Berlin (Merchant)**
- **NETZIV (RY #4)**
  - **Batya Miriam (Mirel) (2nd wife)**
  - **Michlah Berlin Epstein**
  - **R’ Yechiel Michel Epstein (Aruch Hashulchan)**
  - **Rav Baruch Halevi Epstein (Torah Temimah)**

- **Rav Yosef Dov Halevi Soloveitchik (Beit Halevi)**
  - **Rav Elazar Yitzchak Fried (RY #3)**
  - **Rav Yitzchak Zev Soloveitchik**
- **Rav Chaim Soloveitchik (RY #4b)**
  - **Rav Raphael Shapiro (RY #5)**
  - **Sara Rasha Berlin Shapiro**
  - **Lifshe**
- **Rav Chaim Berlin (RY #6)**
  - **Rav Meir Berlin (Bar Ilan)**

- Parent-Child
- Marriage
Biography

Early Life
Netziv = acronym; nobleman, aristocrat – humility, kindness, greatness
1816 – Erev RC Kislev 5577 (Nov. 20, 1816) – born in Mir, Poland/Lithuania/Russia
  - Father – Reb Yaakov Berlin – famous merchant, wealthy
  - Grandfather famous Rav
  - “Berlin” – family had been there before
  - Not a genius as a child – “self-made by hard work, industry” (Wein)
1829 – Came to Volozhin to learn, recluse – studied in private room – concentration
1831 – Married Raina Batya – Daughter of RY Yitzchak Volozhin, son of Rav Chaim
  - Motzei Yom Kippur story
  - Strange behavior – Father-in-law didn’t approve; Netziv didn’t reveal himself to father-in-law – Netziv pretended he had nothing to add to Halachic conversation
  - Rav Yitzchak found Ha’emek Shaylah manuscript by accident (comm. on Sheiltot of Rav Achai Gaon – 9th Cent.), also saw letter from Dovid Luria complementing him on the manuscript! - Rav Yitzchak Volozhin realizes Netziv is genius
  - Rav Yitzchak Volozhin had older daughter married to Reb Elazar Yitzchak Fried – Talmid Chacham – Netziv always deferred to him in every respect
1842 – Age 26 – Rav Yitzchak Volozhin demands Netziv give classes in the Yeshiva

Career
- Volozhin – central Yeshiva for half a century, existed for 70 years (eventually 90)
- Hasmadah, which was also a hallmark of Volozhin Yeshiva
- Rashash story (wealth/poverty, genius/hard work)
- Straight, slow analysis, orderly, scheduled, homeostasis, slow and steady rain
  - Netziv’s granddaughter married Rav Chaim Soloveitchik – Pilpul – Netziv would scorn Rav Chaim’s students, mock them – “what will come of them?”
  - Netziv – “Torah is like Moshe – only a staff; Aharon had fancy clothes”
  - Taught Chumash in the Yeshiva every morning for ½ hr. – were written down and became 
  - Also taught Navi, Mishna – many students refused to come, beneath them
  - Others said Shulchan Aruch w/o Gemara = fish w/o spices, he said opposite
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1849 – Rav Yitzchak Volozhin died; Fried became RY, but ill – Netziv secondary role
1853 – Fried dies
- Yeshiva divides into two camps – one supports Netziv, other Rav Yosef Dov Halevi Soloveitchik, the Beit Halevi – grandson of Rav Chaim Volozhin
- Netziv and Rav Chaim were friends – Din Torah (inc. Rav Yitzchak Elchanan)
- P’sak: Netziv should remain RY
- Rav Yosef Dov left Volozhin for Slutzk and then Brisk
- Son Rav Chaim would marry Netziv’s granddaughter and become RY anyway
- Father of student story
- 500 students at a time; possibly 10,000 Talmidim in 40 years as RY
- Famous students: A. Y. Kook; Shlomo Polatchek; Shimon Shkop; I. Z. Meltzer
- “Factory” of Jewish people
- Son-in-law Rav Rephael Shapiro became RY in Volozhin
- Daughter married Rav Chaim Soloveitchik, to whom Rav Rephael gave RY job

but other sources disagree (see Schachter article cited on front page)
- The strange case of Abraham Harkavy
- Disgruntled student forged letter as if Netziv was against Russian government
- Baruch Epstein published book on finance and banking while in Yeshiva

Later Life
1871 – First wife Raina Batya died
- מַעְרֵךְ, memoirs of Torah Temimah – has volume on uncle/brother-in-Law
- Netziv’s oldest son –Chaim Berlin – wealthy – lumber, land – Rav of Moscow
  - Great Jewish library, now in Etz Chaim Yeshiva
- From second marriage – Meir Berlin – just before Bar Mitzvah when father Netziv died
  - Leader of Mizrachi movement, Bar Ilan U., Teacher’s Institute at Yeshiva U.
Late 1870’s-1892 – Everyone in Yeshiva seemed to have a passion project
- Constant personal persecution from Maskilim and Russian authorities
1885 – Large fire burns half Volozhin, including Yeshiva; appeals for money to rebuild
1887 – Petersburg Congress – 13 Rabbis, inc. Yitzchak Elchanan, Yosef Dov, and Netziv agree to allow spoken and written Russian language learning in Chadarim and Yeshivot (Baruch Epstein adds mathematics [משורר ברוך ذר הנרי], but unclear)
1890 – Finally acquiesces to actually carry through on the agreement, selecting 50 out of 250 boys, married and preparing for Rabbanut, to learn Russian 7:30-9:30 pm in a room on bottom floor of the Yeshiva.

1891 – Infighting in the Yeshiva; disdain for Batya Miriam among students (inc. violent attack); financial constraints; religious pressure – Netziv decides to move to Israel and appoints Chaim Berlin as RY, students want Chaim Sol. and argue with Netziv.

1891 – Decided to retire and leave eldest son Rav Chaim Berlin as RY (not Rav Chaim).
- Students very upset; more infighting
- Rav Chaim Berlin walked away from it, moved to Yerushalayim
- Rav Chaim Berlin – Moscow → Volozhin –raising money for the Yeshiva

Dec. 22, 1891 – Russain gov’t issues edict mandating full system of secular studies nearly entire day for all students, essentially forcing Yeshiva to close.

Feb. 3, 1892 – Authorities enter and clear out entire Yeshiva.
- Yeshiva dispersed; Netziv banned, forced into exile
- Early supporter of חובבי ציון – 1860’s and on, supported immigration
- Member of executive committee of חובבי ציון, serving with non-religious
- How Israel is the “greatest land” (40 years of peace)
- Opposed Heter Mechirah strongly – can’t sell Eretz Yisrael to non-Jews
- Carmel wine story (1882)
- Exiled to Minsk, decided to go to Israel – heart condition, pneumonia
- To Warsaw to regain health, people converged on him there – health suffered

1892 – Last year of life, saw to it works published – מ zamów ידיה on Gemara, etc.
- Perfect book story

1893 – 23 or 28 Av – Died in Warsaw – over 50,000 people at funeral.

Resources
- Bekhor Shor (2)
- Chizkuni (4)
- Chomar Anakh on Torah
- Duat Zkenim (1)
- HaKsav VeHaKabalah (3)
- Haamek Davar (5)
- JPS
- Kitzur Baal Haturim (2)
- Kli Yakar (9)
- Mahbim (3)
The Netziv on Secular Learning: Conflicting Views

My Uncle the Netziv, P. 204

Anyone with eyes in his head could see that the students of Volozhin were quite knowledgeable in secular studies: they took an interest in science, history and geography and knew many languages. In fact, those students who desired to pursue these disciplines succeeded in learning twice as much as any student at a state institution. In Volozhin, Torah and Derech Eretz walked hand in hand, neither one held captive by the other. It was the special achievement of the Volozhin student that when he left the yeshiva, he was able to converse with any man in any social setting on the highest intellectual plane. The Volozhin student was able to conquer both worlds – the world of Torah and the world at large. A well-known adage among parents who were trying to best educate their children was, "Do you want your child to develop into a complete Jew, dedicated to Torah and Derech Eretz? Do you want him to be able to mingle with people and get along in the world? Send him to Volozhin! (page 204)

Testimony of Michah Yosef Berdyczewski (copied from Schachter article)

Testimony of Hayyim Nahman Bialik (copied from Schachter article)

From the Will (צוואה) of Rav Chaim Berlin, the Netziv’s eldest son (copied from Shachter article)
Letter from Lakewood Cheder “Explaining” Ban on “My Uncle the Netziv”

Dear Friend:

The Lakewood Cheder School takes pride in the high standard of education it affords its students. In keeping with this tradition the Cheder has made available to its many friends and supporters, books of interest on a broad range of Jewish subjects, books that serve to promote the lofty ideals of the great Torah luminaries of past generations. Your generous support, in turn, has made it possible for us not only to continue sending such books, but to continue the vital work of providing a level of Chinuch in keeping with the standards Klal Yisroel expects from the children of the Beth Medrash Govoha community. We remain grateful for your help and look forward to your support in the future.

Regretfully, the book you recently received, entitled “My Uncle the Netziv,” does not meet these standards. It does not correctly portray the Netziv, his hashkofos, kedusha, and yiras shamayim as related to us by his revered talmidim, the ones who knew him best.

As an example of the true Netziv, his son HaGaon HaRav Chaim Berlin zt”l quotes his father regarding his decision to close the doors of the famed Volozhin Yeshiva rather than introducing secular studies into its program:

Do not be anguish that this matter brings about my departure from this world . . . for it is well worth the sacrifice of my life.

Such a statement from the heart illustrates the depth of the Netziv’s saintliness, and his uncompromising principles regarding the primacy of Torah, whatever sacrifices it might entail.

True appreciation of the Netziv can only be attained from the study of his monumental writings on all areas of Torah.

Upon consultation with Gedolei Torah, we recommend that the book not be read. If you wish, the Cheder will reimburse you for any donation you may have sent.

Mesorah Publications joins us in sincerely apologizing for this error. We assure you that Netziv HaRav in the future you may continue to look to the Cheder for books of exceptional quality and educational value, and we look forward to earning your continued confidence and support.
Hallmarks of the Netziv’s Commentary on Chumash

(1) Creativity and originality of ideas
(2) Interconnectedness within ongoing topic
(3) Self-referential to other places in Netziv’s own commentary on Chumash
(4) Referential to Gemara, Sifra, Sifri, Mechilta (Midrashei Halacha)
(5) Not referential (or deferential) to earlier Torah commentaries (Rashi, Ramban, etc.)
(6) Attention to contemporary psychology, especially to understand characters

And I will write on the tablets the things that were on the first tablets, and they will put them in the Aron.

The things – There is a well-known exposition on this in Parshat Ki Tisa – “Things,” “The things,” “In the things” [this includes] even that which a proficient student will innovate in the future, and that is the back-and-forth of Torah. And we explained this there (Shemot 34:1 and 34:27).

That were – And it doesn’t say “that I wrote.” And it is also explained there that in truth, this term “guard (the Shabbat)” and other changes were not written in the first (tablets), but they were included in it.

Shaعالم הדרש בפרשת כי תשא, "דברים", "הדברים", "את הדברים",APON צpermanent轭יתיתןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןינוןin.

That were – This has already been explained: “Things,” “The things,” “In the things” [this includes] even what a proficient student will innovate in the future. In order to explain this, we must begin with what the Ibn Ezra writes in the name of the Gaon, that the second set of tablets was more worthy of honor than the first. And Ibn Ezra writes on this, “These are like the words of a dream; they have no impact whatsoever.”

And I will write on the tablets the things – This has already been explained: “Things,” “The things,” “In the things” [this includes] even what a proficient student will innovate in the future.
But the words of the Gaon are not empty words, and something similar to this can be seen in what is brought (Shir Hashirim 2:6): “His left are under my head” – these are the first tablets; “And His right I hug” – these are the second tablets. And this is also brought in Shemot Rabba (47:7): “This is what is said (Tehillim 119:71), ‘It is good for me that I was afflicted, so that I could learn your laws’ – for the good of Moshe he was afflicted, for the 120 days that he received the Torah … Hashem said, ‘You were afflicted, but I swear that you will not lose out. The first tablets only had ten commandments, but now that you have been afflicted, I will give you laws, explanations, and stories,’” etc. And see what we have written about this in Devarim (10:1).

And the intention in all of this is that in the first tablets, the power of innovation was not given, but only what Moshe was given – the exact meaning of the Pesukim and the laws emanating from them, but not the ability to innovate a new legal idea based on the 13 Attributes or the similar methods of the Talmud. The Oral Law was only what had been heard from Moshe, and whatever was not received could only be said if it was exactly the same. But in the second tablets, the power was given to every proficient student to innovate a new law based on the principles of the Talmud, although in the beginning only Moshe and his children involved himself in this, and, in the plains of Moav, Moshe demonstrated to the Jews that they had received this ability, as we explained in the beginning of Devarim (1:3).

And the Golden Calf was the reason for all this, because it was decreed, “And on the day that I make an accounting, I will account for them (for their sin).” Because of this, there came as a result of the spies a decree of exile and being spread out among all the nations, and this is a necessity for the back-and-forth of Torah, for two reasons – both to preserve the nation, and to preserve law among the Jews, as I explained earlier at the end of Parshat Bo and the beginning of Parshat Devarim.
And it was for this reason that Hashem commanded the second tablets to be etched by the hand of Moshe – not because they didn’t deserve to be the work of G-d, but rather to show that the law that is innovated through the power of these tablets is a working partnership of man in concert with the help of Heaven, just like the tablets themselves, which were the work of Moshe and the writing of Hashem. (See later in Pasuk 27, that also in the writing there was involvement by Moshe.) This is what the Gemara means that the tablets included “even what the proficient student would innovate in the future;” through the power of the second tablets, everything is included.

And all of this is what the Gaon was saying, that the second tablets were more honored than the first, because even though the Holiness of the first was more elevated – and for this reason, if they hadn’t been broken, it would have been easier to arrive at a legal ruling through logic or legal association, more so than after they were broken – but after they were broken, and we now need to work hard and to sharpen the sword of Torah, for this reason the second tablets are more special than the first tablets.

And similar to this is what came after this in the two Talmuds. Yerushalmi is Holier than Bavli, because it was made by earlier authorities, as Rava says in Gemara Shabbat (134b), “I, as compared with the earlier generations – what am I?” He is admitting that the Holiness of the earlier generations is greater in discerning the truth. Also, the Holiness of the Land of Israel is greater. Nevertheless, we know that the power of the Bavli is more honored than the Yerushalmi. For though it says in Sanhedrin (27a) that “in dark places you have settled me” refers to Talmud Bavli, this is not meant as an insult, G-d forbid; rather its amazing power is to light up the law even in dark places – in Bavel and the Diaspora – which do not have the light of Holiness, and were it not for the power of the Talmud Bavli we would not have the light of the law there. And similar to this difference is the sense in which the second tablets were higher than the first. And see Devarim (4:14).
The nation heard – These were the poorest of the nation of the Jews, who, from the time that they had left Egypt, thought that they weren’t worthy of standing in an elevated state, in which they were watched over and sustained from Hashem Himself, and for this reason they didn’t want to leave Egypt at all. But Moshe and Aharon persuaded them through that entire time, and stole their hearts with words, as I wrote earlier (16:3); see there. And this (part of the) nation went back and believed that as long as Moshe was alive with them, they would be protected by his merit (and allowed) to live in a supernatural way by the power of Moshe. After his “death,” however, it would be impossible for them to be sustained except by Hashem’s protection in a natural way, and this was impossible unless they entered a settled country and not in a barren wilderness, and because of this they fell to turmoil and thought thoughts, and from this they came to do real idol worship, as we will explain …

“We don’t know what became of him – Whether he died, or turned into an angel like Chanoch, and he will no longer return to us.” Now, if they had been living in the Wilderness in a natural state, they wouldn’t have had to wander now, even if Moshe died, because they had already been shown during the war with Amalek that Hashem was among the Jews with a hidden protection also, as I wrote there. But since their entire lifestyle was a miraculous (supernatural) one which came only through Moshe who had brought them up to that state, what were they to do now?!
Aharon said to them, “Remove the golden ornaments that are in the ears of your wives, sons, and daughters, and bring them to me.”

Remove the golden ornaments that are in the ears of your wives, sons, and daughters …

Only after the giving of the Torah does the warning come in the Ten Commandments, “Do not make alongside Me gods of silver or gods of gold – do not make them.” … Therefore, Aharon said to them to remove the ornaments of gold in order to create a form of gold which would serve as an intermediary which was close to Hashem. And we can make an inference from “the ears of your wives, sons, and daughters.” It is the way of women and children to not want to take upon themselves the burden of earning a livelihood, and they rely on the husband/father, notwithstanding that it is possible that, if they wanted to, they could earn a living by their own efforts – as we see that some women and children, when they have no one else to support them, earn a living on their own – still, it is the way of women and children to rely on the man to provide them food. Similarly, this is the way of the nation as a whole – even though they could each themselves cry out to Hashem for sustenance, and Hashem will listen to anyone, they wanted to speak to Him only through an intermediary, which was this “god of gold.” Through this Aharon meant to impart to them that this form was merely an intermediary, through which they could request from Hashem, just like women and children rely on the husband/father who in turn turns his eyes to his Father in Heaven for their sake. This was the intention of the righteous Aharon, but he erred concerning a warning that he couldn’t possibly have already known (i.e., not to make an intermediary), and this led to the terrible catastrophe which would come.